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Dear ESPA Members,

The Glasgow Conference is nearly in your backyard. Gosh, time is running so fast!
On the other hand, I am very relaxed now because the preparation and organization for ESPA 2017 in Glasgow went so smoothly and
done on such a high professional level that I look forward to being part of such a brilliant meeting. The local crew from Glasgow and
moreover Scotland did a fantastic job and were very supportive in every aspect. Additionally, I heard rumors that the weather conditions
might be better than expected.
Our head of the Scientific Committee, Dr. Laszlo Vutskits, gave an interview in this issue of the newsletter. He lets you into his secret
world as a SciCo organizer and reveals some private insights from his life.
Also, we have changed the format of the annual ACORNS meeting in Glasgow. NadaSabourdin and Eva Schaffrath from our ExBo
have a surprise for those who will attend the meeting. Don’t miss the chance to be a part of this new generation session.
I met with Heather Schnacke from Association House this summer in Bonn and we produced a bundle of videos for our social media
channels to inform you about the society, the Glasgow meeting, and the upcoming Brussels conference next year. We hope you will
enjoy our new YouTube channel.
We are always happy and welcome your feedback so don’t hesitate to comment on our Facebook page or email us with your honest
opinion. Your feedback is essential for us to improve the quality and focus on your interests.

So, we hope to meet you all in Glasgow together to learn, share, and most of all, ENJOY.

Click on the photo or HERE for Fredi's latest video with more Glasgow advice and to remind you why ESPA is such a great community
;)

Warm Regards,
ESPA President Ehrenfried Schindler

The ESPA society aims to provide a variety of services for anaesthesiologists involved in paediatric anaesthesia which
include: coordination and organisation of an annual international congress on paediatric anaesthesia via local organisation
planning; establishing guidelines on the training, organisation and practice of paediatric anaesthesia; and acting as a
centre of expertise for paediatric anaesthesiology.
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Laszlo, tell us a bit about yourself.
I’m a paediatric anaesthesiologist serving as the Head of Paediatric
Anaesthesia at the University Hospital of Geneva in Switzerland. Beside this
very exciting job, I’m also leading a research team at the Department of
Fundamental Neuroscience at the University of Geneva where we strive to
deepen our understanding on the effects of anaesthesia on the developing
brain. Being on the editorial boards of Pediatric Anesthesia, Anesthesia &
Analgesia and the British Journal of Anaesthesia, I also spend a substantial
amount of time reading and reviewing manuscripts. While combining these
activities is sometimes bothersome, it is nevertheless a great fun on the
long run and gives me motivation on an everyday basis.
While working in Geneva, I’m living in a small hamlet surrounded by the
mountains in France. This close contact with mother nature is an essential
part of my work life equilibrium.
You are in charge of the Scientific Programme this year for the
#ESPAGlasgow2017 Congress. Could you share what the process
was like and how exactly you did it?
The process starts more than a year before the annual meeting and
involves a series of brainstormings between members of the executive
board and the local organising committee. In order to find the appropriate
topics and speakers, we first look into the results of the evaluation forms
from previous annual meetings to identify topics those were particularly well
received by the congress participants. We also carefully follow the literature
to identify current hot topics and controversies worth to discuss in our field.
By integrating this information, the Scientific Committee drafts a first
proposal for the next year’s annual meeting nearly 11 months before the
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meeting itself. This draft is then re-fined via several rounds of discussions
and once an agreement on the topics is achieved, we will start to identify
and contact potential speakers to deliver lectures. Usually, we have a near
complete version of the program nine months before the meeting. All in all,
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this is a very exciting process in which a whole team, including our
executive board (and former members of the executive board) work
together and hand in hand with the local organising committee as well as
with our congress organising body, Guarant.
What are you most looking forward to within the programme?
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Being personally heavily involved in the making of the programme, it is very
difficult to answer this question. Indeed, I love all parts of it. I think that the
panels cover a very wide array of important topics in pediatric anesthesia.
We received very interesting abstracts - so, I’m also looking forward the
abstract session. The workshops
are also appealing. Last but not

For more
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these events,
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least, the social program is aimed
to bring together our community.
What should delegates expect
from this programme?
I think that delegates can expect
to attend high quality panels
where highly renowned speakers
will share recent developments in
our specialty on a wide range of
topics. There will also be plenty of
time to exchange ideas during the
poster sessions and during social
gatherings.
What was the hardest part about creating and organizing this
programme?
One of the hardest part is definitely to prepare the paperwork for CME
Credits from the European Accreditation Council. The worst nightmare is
having speakers declining their participation close to the meeting’s debut.
But, again, it is overall great fun to do this.
If you could give advice to the next Scientific Programme Organiser,
what would it be?
Social skills….patience….perseverance……and enjoy!
What is your favorite quote or book?
Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.
(Samuel Beckett)
What do you do in your spare time?
I like just being out there in the mountains, running trails, biking and skiing.

Full Scientific Programme Plan of Events
Please view the full programme HERE
Below is the basic itinerary and the time table for each day events:

Thursday September 28:
Arrival & Registration
Opening Ceremony
Panels & Workshops
Poster Walks
ESPA General Assembly

12.00 - 12.30
13.00 - 13.30
13.30 - 17.00
17.00 - 18.00
18.00 - 18.30

Welcome Drinks

18.30 - 19.30

Friday September 29:
Panels & Workshops

09.00 - 16.00

PANEL 6: Best Posters
Poster Walks
ESPA Guest Lecturer: Maria Fitzgerald

09.00 - 10.30
16.00 - 17.00
17.00 - 18.00

Trades Hall Reception

19.00 - 20.00

*15-minute walk from the Radisson Blu*

Congress Gala Dinner - City Chambers
*3-minute walk from Trades Hall*

20.15 - 22.30

Saturday September 30:
PANEL 11: Best Paper Session
Panels & Workshops
Prizes & Closing Ceremony

09.00 - 10.30
09.00 - 12.30
12.30 - 13.00

#ESPAGlasgow2017 Photo Contest!
Calling all photographer hobbyists! We are doing a photo contest in beautiful Glasgow. Take your best pic and hashtag
#ESPAGlasgow2017. We will share the best photos and prizes coming your way!
GOOD LUCK.
Watch here to learn MORE: Fredi Style.

"TODAY'S RAIN IS TOMORROW'S WHISKEY'- Scottish Traditional Proverb
The second largest city in Scotland, Glasgow has received accolades such as Unesco City of Music and European City of
Culture, but it’s history dates back as far as the 6th century.
Did you know that there is more marble in the City Chambers of Glasgow than there is in the whole of the Vatican? This is
your welcome drink location.

FUN FACTS:
The University of Glasgow was founded in 1451 and, owing
to its links with the church, many lectures were given in the
crypt!
Built in 1867, the main building of the University of Glasgow
is the second largest example of Gothic Revival in Britain.
Nicknamed the Clockwork Orange, Glasgow is home to
Scotland's only underground railway system and the third
oldest in the world.
Museums, beautiful architecture, parks, sports, whisky, golf,
castles.... so much to see!
Read more HERE about things to do in this beautiful city and
around Scotland.

Don't forget your kilt.

LORD PROVOST TEAM
You could not be more welcomed into Glasgow than by the @LordProvostGCC team. One of her
representatives will host the Reception Drink at the Trades Hall on Friday, September 28th at 19.00.

"Councillor Eva Bolander has been appointed as the new Lord Provost of Glasgow.The
Swedish-born member for Anderston/City/Yorkhill made history earlier this afternoon, as
the first EU national chosen to be the city's first citizen.
She told the meeting: I am very aware what a responsibility it is to represent our great city
and our wonderful citizens. At the same time, I am thrilled at this honour - especially as
only the fifth woman in history to do this job and the first EU national. Glasgow is such a
friendly and warm city. I will ensure that the doors of the City Chambers are open to
welcome the people of Glasgow and visitors from around the world.''
More information from this article can be found here:
https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/index.aspx?articleid=21216

#ESPAGlasgow Video Series with ESPA President Fredi Schindler

We started a Video Series where President Fredi Schindler tunes
in from beautiful Bonn, Germany to share insights about the
Glasgow Congress and how to make the most out of it as well as
ways to become a more active member.
Please watch out for these on a weekly basis leading up to the
Congress! You can view the current ones HERE.

GLASGOW TRAVEL INFORMATION
If you are traveling from the airport, you can take a taxi or Uber for approximately a 15 minute ride.
You can also take the 500 bus from the airport near to the Radisson for about a 25 minute journey.
Please click below to see the route.

For more general information about Glasgow and Scotland, please click here.
We strongly advise you to read this so you feel fully prepared before your journey.

START PLANNING YOUR TRIP TO BRUSSELS.
#ESPABRUSSELS2018

Low Income Country Grant Fund - Help your ESPA Community
One of ESPA's aims is to support colleagues from Lower Income Countries so they may
attend the congresses and workshops and bring that knowledge back to their home country.
ESPA has a goal to support at least one colleague per year and support them together as a
community.

If you can help and donate as little as 10 euros, please use pay into
this account below:
IBAN:

DE46 2707 0024 0312 0326 01

BIC:

DEUTDEDB270

Reference:

ELIC Grant

For every euro donated, ESPA will donate the same amount to this
fund.
"For every donation, ESPA will issue a certificate stating that the
money was spent in this fund in order to declare this in your tax
declaration."

ESPA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Reduced registration fees for the annual ESPA congress
Reduced subscription rates to the journals Paediatric Anaesthesia and Anaesthesia and Intensive Care Medicine
Free subscription to the ESPA Newsletter
Opportunity to participate in different ESPA
Committees
Opportunity to publish articles in ESPA Newsletters
and in the specialized sections of the website
Participation and voting right at the online elections
of the Executive Board, right to nominate and right to
be nominated to the Executive Board (only active
members are entitled)
Participation at the General Assembly
Access to our website members-only area
On-line access to video recordings from
ESPA congresses, abstracts and other
documents
Members Directory
Access to personal account enabling smooth proceeding of payments and administration membership fee.

MEMBERSHIP PAYMENTS
Your membership runs from January - December each year.
If you have not renewed for this year, please do so HERE.
If you are unsure, email us! info@euroespa.com

Questions? Comments? Feedback? Please let us know!
We are here to serve you.

Email us: info@euroespa.com

We would like to thank our ESPA Partners this year and we look forward to Glasgow together!
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